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Abstract

“The universe is governed by science. But science tells
us that we can’t solve the equations, directly in the
abstract.”
Stephen Hawking

One of the many prejudices about Germans is that we are always very structured. However, I
would actually say that in today’s world, many things, and especially processes – not only in
Germany – are structured. An advantage of having such structures is that we are able to model
them. Even in cases, for which one can not come up with an exact mathematical model, one
still can measure the influence of the input on the corresponding output. In such a case, we are
talking of black-box problems.
Interestingly, people tend to optimize everything: we minimize the travel time between home
and office, look for the shortest queue in the supermarket, search for the best value for money
hotel for the next vacation, or increase the productivity of our machines at work. All of these
‘decisions’ are examples for optimization problems. Unfortunately, people tend to make rather
poor decisions when optimizing their problems, because most of these ‘optimal solutions’ – at
least people often believe that they are optimal – are either based on numerous trial-and-error
experiments or (frankly said) ‘gut-decisions’. Instead of these manual approaches, one could
use some computational power to run an optimization algorithm. However, as there exists a
plethora of optimization algorithms (for each of the different applications) one has to make a
sophisticated guess on which of the available algorithms is the best one for the application at
hand. This decision is known as the algorithm selection problem.
We nowadays have the computational power (and also the necessary tools) for making those
selections on the one hand more sophisticated based on problem-specific measures, and on the
other hand compute these measures and thus, also the algorithm selections, in an automated
fashion. As a result, our machines now are in the position to adjust to the respective optimization
problem at hand by selecting and running a promising optimization algorithm, which in turn
hopefully provides us with a satisfying – ideally the best possible – solution.
Within this cumulative dissertation, I will present (i) a new set of these aforementioned automatically computable features (which in my case, are able to extract useful information on
the structure of single-objective continuous optimization problems at a very low computational
budget), (ii) experimental studies that have confirmed the applicability, as well as the good performance of automated and feature-based algorithm selection models, and (iii) several frameworks, which facilitate the research in the fields of single-objective continuous optimization,
algorithm selection and machine learning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“It is not knowledge, but the act of learning, not possession but the act of getting there, which grants the
greatest enjoyment.”
Carl Friedrich Gauß

Optimization problems can be found in many different real-world applications. Imagine a mass
production of printed circuit boards (PCBs), where for each board with the same arrangement of
holes, the roboter follows the same drilling path. Obviously, having a better, i.e., faster, tour for
the roboter’s path on the respective board could substantially increase the productivity of the
factory. Or think of the print media sector, where a company generates thousands of newspapers,
leaflets and magazines per day. Here, many parameters influence the printing performance,
which in turn directly affects the company’s profit: the speed of the printer’s rolls, the amount
of ink being printed on the paper, the temperature and power of the drying fan, etc.
In either of these scenarios one chases the goal of finding the optimal setting for a given problem.
And while domain knowledge can be helpful for finding at least satisfying solutions, the majority
of real-world problems is usually too complex for human beings. Even worse, most of these
problems are so-called black-box problems, i.e., the exact relationship between the controllable
inputs and the corresponding outputs is unknown. However, for most of these applications,
there exists a variety of optimization algorithms that often find better solutions than the ones
that are based on the domain-expert’s gut decisions. Unfortunately, according to the “no free
lunch theorems” by Wolpert and Macready (1997), there is no single optimization algorithm
that is superior to all the other ones for every single problem. In consequence, one has to decide
for each problem separately or at least for each group of similar problems, which optimization
algorithm one should use.
Of course, one could execute multiple optimization algorithms and afterwards pick the best
solution found by any of them. However, while this may be a reasonable approach for scenarios
that can be optimized offline – e.g., finding the optimal PCB drilling path can be done via
computer simulations – in many real-world problems, each evaluation of a unique parameter
configuration can be very costly. For instance, in the print media example from above, a single
evaluation stands for a specific combination of rolling speed, fan temperature and amount of
ink. Obviously, it is not affordable to try hundreds of configurations (or even more). Therefore,
one wants to avoid running several optimization algorithms and instead use only one of them.
1

Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the interlinks between Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA;
blue area in the top left), Benchmarking the optimization algorithms (green area in the bottom
left), the actual Modeling process of the machine learning algorithms (red area in the center) and
their Performance Evaluation (yellow area in the bottom right). The grey box in the background
displays which of the aforementioned topics belong to the field of Machine Learning in general.
However, even the evaluations for a single optimizer could already be too expensive – it simply
might require too many evaluations until it finds a satisfying solution. Consequently, despite the
plethora of optimization algorithms, one remains with the task of solving the following problem:
How do I know in advance, which optimization algorithm is the best one for my application?
Within this thesis, I will present a possible solution to this task by means of automated and
feature-based algorithm selection. Admittedly, this approach does not guarantee to always find
the best optimization algorithm for every single instance of a problem1 , but due to the integration of problem-specific features, we usually find competitive algorithms.
A schematic overview of the principle of automated feature-based algorithm selection is given in
Figure 1.1. This scheme also shows the links between its key elements, which are the extraction
of problem-specific features (highlighted by a blue box), benchmarking a portfolio of optimization algorithms (green box) and training the algorithm selector itself. Note that the latter is
distinguished into the actual modeling phase (red area) and its performance assessment (yellow
area). Furthermore, the scheme also shows how these elements are embedded within the more
general research field of machine learning (grey box).
Within the following sections of this introductory chapter, i.e., Sections 1.1 to 1.3, the three
aforementioned key elements will be introduced. Afterwards our contributions to each of these
1 In the example of PCBs, an instance would be a different arrangement of the holes, whereas finding the
fastest drilling path would be the general optimization problem.
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areas are described in more detail in the succeeding chapters. More precisely, in Chapter 2 our
advances w.r.t. the characterization of the global structure of continuous optimization problems
will be presented. Then, in Chapter 3, a toolbox, which enables the computation of numerous
problem-specific features for continuous optimization problems, is being introduced. Chapter 4
summarizes several experimental studies, in which we successfully showed the applicability of
our approach in two different domains: the Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP) and the
single-objective continuous (black-box) optimization problem. As machine learning in general,
and algorithm selection in particular, strongly rely on sound experiments, we also contributed
to two platforms, which facilitate the exchange of experimental studies and hence, the collaboration among researchers within the respective research domains. Further details on these two
platforms are given in Chapter 5. At last, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary of
the presented work and an outlook on promising future extensions.
In order to facilitate the classification of our contributions to the respective areas from Figure 1.1, each of them is listed at the beginning of the respective chapter and marked with boxes
that are colored according to the four categories feature computation ( ), benchmarking ( ),
modeling ( ) and/or performance assessment ( ).

1.1

Benchmarking

During the last years, my research projects usually were related to one of the following two types
of optimization problems: (1) single-objective continuous optimization problems (e.g., Boyd and
Vandenberghe, 2004), or (2) the Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP, e.g., Mersmann et al.,
2013). The former one can be defined as follows:
minimize
s.t.

f (x)
gi (x) ≤ bi , i = 1, . . . , k.

Here, x = (x1 , . . . , xn )T ∈ Rn is a n-dimensional vector from the continuous search or decision
space Rn , f : Rn → R is the single-objective function that is supposed to be minimized2 and
the functions gi : Rn → R, i = 1, . . . , k, are the k inequality constraints with the respective
boundaries bi ∈ R. In addition to these constraints, the optimal value xopt ∈ Rn also satisfies
the condition f (xopt ) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ Rn .
While the aforementioned optimization problem tries to find the optimal value in a continuous
decision space, the (Euclidean) Travelling Salesperson Problem is one of the most well-known
combinatorial optimization problems. Given a set C := {c1 , . . . , cn } of n so-called cities with
non-negative distances d(ci , cj ) ≥ 0 between all pairs of cities ci and cj , the goal is to find the
shortest tour, which visits each of the n cities exactly once and afterwards returns to its origin.
For either of these types of optimization problems, there exist several benchmarks. As displayed
by the green area in the bottom left of Figure 1.1, the general idea of benchmarking is quite
simple: given a set of problem instances, one executes a set of optimization algorithms on each of
the instances. Their performances can then be used in two ways: comparing (1) the optimizers
against each other and thereby get a better understanding of their strengths and weaknesses,
or (2) the performances across the different problem instances and thereby distinguish, for
2A

maximization problem m(x) can easily be transformed into a minimization problem via f (x) := −m(x).
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instance, the easy from the difficult problems. Such benchmark analyses are important as there
can not exist a single algorithm, which is superior to all other algorithms across all problem
classes (Wolpert and Macready, 1997).
In the context of single-objective continuous optimization, there already exist such benchmarks,
e.g., the COCO platform (Hansen et al., 2016), which summarizes the performances of more
than a hundred optimizers across the so-called Black-Box Optimization Benchmark (BBOB,
Hansen et al., 2009a,b). The latter consists of 24 problem classes, which Hansen et al. (2009b)
divided into five groups according to their separability, conditioning, multimodality and global
structure. For each of the 24 functions, one can generate multiple variants by rotating, shifting
or scaling the respective original instance. Each of the transformed versions – as well as many
other single- and multi-objective optimization problems – can for example be generated using
the R-package smoof (Bossek, 2016).
In correspondence with the diversity of optimization problems, there also exist numerous optimization algorithms. In the single-objective continuous optimization domain, the most successful ones usually are variants of Quasi-Newton methods (e.g., BFGS; Broyden, 1970), Covariance Matrix Adaption Evolution Strategies (CMA-ES; Hansen, 2006), Simulated Annealing (SA;
Tsallis and Stariolo, 1996), Genetic Optimization Using Derivatives (Genoud; Mebane Jr. and
Sekhon, 2011), Multi-Level Methods (e.g., Rinnooy Kan and Timmer, 1987), Differential Evolution (DE; Storn and Price, 1997) and Particle Swarm (PSO; Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995)
optimization algorithms. However, for many of them, there exists a plethora of variants. For
instance, van Rijn et al. (2016) have shown that (considering the different modules that are
affecting the solver) there are more than 4,000 variants of the CMA-ES.
Obviously, comparing all of them one-by-one across all problems is simply impossible and also
completely unnecessary as one usually requires at most a handful of complementary optimizers,
i.e., an optimizer portfolio, for a given set of problems. However, in order to make a sophisticated
guess on which solvers might work well on the respective problem(s), it is important to have
further information on the respective problems before actually optimizing them.

1.2

Exploratory Landscape Analysis

The characterization of problem landscapes is very important in order to group the problems
according to their similarities. As Mersmann et al. (2010) have shown, such knowledge can
be very helpful, because algorithms often perform well on entire classes of (similar) problems
rather than just on single instances. That is, if two problem instances A and B are similar, it
is very likely that an algorithm, which performs well on instance A, will also perform well on
instance B (and vice versa).
In their work, Mersmann et al. (2010) introduced eight characteristics – which they called highlevel properties – that could be useful for distinguishing single-objective continuous optimization
problems from each other. These properties are the degree of multimodality, the underlying global
structure, the separability, the variable scaling, the homogeneity of the search space and basin
sizes, the contrast of global to local optima and whether the function’s landscapes posesses
plateaus. Unfortunately, these properties come with the drawback that they require expert
knowledge – which is equivalent to having someone (i.e., the expert), who manually assigns the
4
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respective attributes for each property and each (new) problem instance.
This issue has been addressed with the introduction of the Exploratory Landscape Analysis
(ELA) and its so-called low-level features (Mersmann et al., 2011). These measures have the
advantage, that they are automatically computable. Hence, one has the means for computing
sets of feature values in an automated fashion – based on a sample of observations from the
given problem instance (see blue box in the top left of Figure 1.1). Furthermore, by using
these numerical features, one reduces the impact of misclassifications (made by the expert) in
case of fuzzy decisions such as the exact degree of a problem’s multimodality (low, moderate
or high). Admittedly, Mersmann et al. (2010, 2011) have neither been the first nor the last
ones to develop landscape features (as shown by Muñoz Acosta et al., 2015b). However, in
their succeeding work, Bischl et al. (2012) showed the importance of automatically computable
features for the recently revived research field of algorithm selection (due to advances in the
field of machine learning), by using the landscape features for automated algorithm selection.
Similar advances were also made in other optimization domains. For instance, Kotthoff et al.
(2015) and recently, Kerschke et al. (2017) used problem-specific features to improve the state
of the art in (inexact) solving of the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) by means of featurebased algorithm selection from a portfolio of heuristic TSP solvers.
It is important to notice that, independent of the research domain, most of these features
do not provide intuitively understandable numbers. Therefore, we strongly recommend not
to interpret them on their own. Moreover, some of them are stochastic and hence should be
evaluated multiple times on an instance and afterwards be aggregated in a reasonable manner.
Nevertheless, they definitely provide information that can be of great importance to scientific
models, such as machine learning algorithms in general or algorithm selectors in particular.

1.3

Algorithm Selection

Although the first formal definition of the Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP; Rice, 1976) is
already over 40 years old, its general idea still remains the same. Given a set (often denoted
portfolio) of optimization algorithms A and a set of problem instances I, we want to find a model
– i.e., the algorithm selector – which for a new problem instance I chooses the best-performing
algorithm A ∈ A out of the portfolio of optimizers A.
However, as already mentioned in Section 1.2, in recent years algorithm selection has strongly
benefitted from the advances in automated problem characterization via (landscape) features,
which – in combination with iteratively enhanced machine learning algorithms – enable automated algorithm selection from a set of various optimization algorithms. Ultimately, these
advances could lead to a general-purpose hybrid algorithm, which uses the problem-specific features to automatically adapt itself to the respective problem’s (part of the) landscape, e.g., by
independently switching between the algorithms from the considered portfolio while optimizing
the given problem.
One essential aspect for tackling the algorithm selection problem is to train different machine
learning algorithms as possible algorithm selection models (highlighted by the red area in the
center of Figure 1.1). However, an accurate evaluation of its performance (visualized by the
yellow area in the bottom right of Figure 1.1), which ideally should either be assessed via a
5
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separate test set or using a resampling strategy (e.g., crossvalidation or bootstrap sampling), is
at least of similar importance. Especially when trying to improve a trained algorithm selector by
means of a (sophisticated) feature selection and/or tuning of the algorithm’s hyperparameters,
its performance provides a very important feedback mechanism for the quality of the generated
models.
By all means one has to keep in mind that the generated algorithm selection model only
generalizes to unseen instances, which are ‘similar enough’ to the set of instances that has been
used for training the algorithm selector. Or, the other way around, one should ideally use a
very representative subset of instances from the space of possible instances of interest.
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Chapter 2
Characterizing the Global Structure of
Continuous Black-Box Problems

“Measure what is measurable, and make measurable
what is not so.”
Galileo Galilei

2.1

Contributed Material

• Kerschke, P., Preuss, M., Hernández, C., Schütze, O., Sun, J.-Q., Grimme, C., Rudolph, G.,
Bischl, B. & Trautmann, H. (2014). Cell Mapping Techniques for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis. In: EVOLVE – A Bridge between Probability, Set Oriented Numerics and Evo(see Appendix A.1)

lutionary Computation, pages 115 – 131.

• Kerschke, P., Preuss, M., Wessing, S. & Trautmann, H. (2015). Detecting Funnel Structures by Means of Exploratory Landscape Analysis. In: Proceedings of the 17th Annual
Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary Computation (GECCO), pages 265 – 272.
(see Appendix A.2)
• Kerschke, P., Preuss, M., Wessing, S. & Trautmann, H. (2016). Low-Budget Exploratory
Landscape Analysis on Multiple Peaks Models. In: Proceedings of the 18th Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary Computation (GECCO), pages 229 – 236.
(see Appendix A.3)

2.2

Cell Mapping Techniques for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis

In Kerschke et al. (2014), we continued the work of Mersmann et al. (2011). That is, we designed
two new groups of (low-level) features that characterize certain aspects of a problem’s landscape,
such as the basin size homogeneity or its global structure, by means of automatically computable
measures. In contrast to the ‘classical’ ELA features from Mersmann et al. (2011), which directly
target the continuous landscapes, we discretized the decision space into a grid of cells prior to
7
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Figure 2.1: Visualizations of the general cell mapping idea, exemplarily shown for the Freudenstein and Roth Function 3 , displayed for two different cell representation approaches: minimum
(left) and average (right). The black and grey boxes show the absorbing and uncertain cells,
respectively, whereas the colored cells represent the different basins of attraction.
computing our new landscape features. More precisely, we defined the number of (equidistant)
cells per dimension, sampled points random uniformly from the decision space and then assigned
each of them to its respective nearest cell.
The first group of proposed measures – denoted “general cell mapping” (GCM) features – use
the idea of the so-called cell-mapping method (Bursal and Hsu, 1989; Hsu, 1987), whereas the
remaining group basically computes feature-like values for each of the cells and aggregates the
resulting numbers afterwards.
For the computation of the GCM features, each cell is represented by exactly one observation
from the initial design. Within Kerschke et al. (2014), we proposed three different approaches
for assigning a representative objective value per cell: taking (a) the best objective value (of all
samples from the respective cell), (b) the average of the objective values, or (c) the objective
value of the observation that is located closest to the respective cell center. The cells were then
considered to be absorbing Markov chains, which use the height differences between neighboring
cells as transition ‘probabilities’ for moving from one cell to its neighboring cells. As exemplarily
shown within Figure 2.1 for the Freudenstein and Roth Function 3 , these probabilities allowed to
classify the cells into absorbing (depicted by black boxes), uncertain (grey boxes) and transient
cells (colored boxes). The absorbing or attractor cells indicate local optima, the colored areas
represent the corresponding basins of attraction – cells that have the same color belong to the
same local optimum – and the uncertain cells can be understood as ridges between at least
two basins. That information was used for computing numerous landscape features, such as the
number of attractors, the ratio of uncertain cells, and multiple aggregations of the basin sizes.
In addition to the GCM features, we proposed three further feature sets. The angle features
summarize information on the locations of each cell’s best and worst observation. More precisely,
for each cell the angle between the best observation, the cell center and the worst observation,
3 The

Freudenstein and Roth Function (Rao, 2009) is defined as f : R2 → R with
f (x1 , x2 ) = (−13 + x1 + [(5 − x2 ) · x2 − 2] · x2 )2 + (−29 + x1 + [(x2 + 1) · x2 − 14] · x2 )2 .
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as well as the distances from the cell center to the two extreme observations, are measured. The
rational behind this approach is that for simpler problems – e.g., landscapes with a rather low
multi-modality and/or a clear trend towards the global optimum – the extreme values often
will be located in opposite parts of the cell, whereas the extreme values within more complex
problems usually do not show such patterns. The gradient homogeneity features also try to
capture trends within the cells, but use the information of all sampled points rather than just
the two extremes per cell. Our third feature set, the (cell mapping) convexity features, were
inspired by the convexity features of Mersmann et al., but in contrast to their approach, our
features completely rely on the information of the cells and thus, do not require any additional
function evaluations.
Within Kerschke et al. (2014), we compared the proposed features to three of the ‘classical’
ELA feature sets – the levelset, meta-model and y-distribution features, i.e., the ones that do
not require additional function evaluations – by classifying the high-level properties, introduced
by Mersmann et al. (2011), on a set of benchmark problems. More precisely, we considered the
two-dimensional versions of all 24 BBOB problems (Hansen et al., 2009b) with ten instances
each and tried to predict the correct class label for each property either by using only the cell
mapping features, only the ELA features or both groups combined. Our new features led to
lower misclassification errors when predicting the global structure and multimodality properties
(compared to the ELA features) and the combination of both feature sets resulted in the best
performances on five of the seven considered properties.
In conclusion, we introduced multiple new feature sets that helped to improve the existing
feature sets, especially w.r.t. the problem’s global structure, without performing any additional
function evaluations. Nevertheless, we are aware of the fact that our proposed features are only
useful in case of low-dimensional problems as the discretization into cells is accompanied by an
exponential growth of the initial design (in order to provide at least a few points within each
of the cells).

2.3

Detecting Funnel Structures by Means of Exploratory
Landscape Analysis

In Kerschke et al. (2015), we designed five new landscape features, which – in combination with
some of the existing ELA features – improve the detection of underlying funnel structures. Here,
a “funnel” is defined as “a landscape, whose local optima are aligned close to each other such that
they pile up to a mountain (in case of maximization problems) or an ‘upside-down version of a
mountain’ (minimization)”. The rational behind distinguishing such landscapes from each other
is the idea that each of these topologies requires a different group of optimization algorithms:
While global optimization algorithms are better in exploiting the global structures of funnelshaped landscapes and thus, are more promising when searching for the global optimum of such
structured problems, multimodal optimizers should perform better on non-funnel problems.
Therefore, predicting the correct “funnel category” enables to efficiently construct a suitable
algorithm portfolio for subsequent algorithm selection studies.
Our proposed features – denoted Nearest Better Clustering (NBC) features – aggregate information of two sets of distances: the distances of all sampled points to (a) their nearest neighbors
9
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Figure 2.2: Examples of two-dimensional mixed-sphere problems with an underlying linear,
funnel or “random” global structure (left to right), and visualized as contour (top) or surface
plots (bottom). The problems consist of 200 local optima each (indicated by black dots within
the contour plots) and were created using a test problem generator that combined multiple
(unimodal) sphere functions into a multimodal landscape (Wessing et al., 2013).

and (b) their nearest better neighbors. While the former is measured straightforward, the latter
measures (per observation, i.e., for each sampled point) the distance to its closest neighbor with
a better objective value. The first two NBC features are ratios of the standard deviations (or
arithmetic means) of the two distance sets and the third one is the correlation between the two
sets. In case of non-funnel landscapes the nearest better neighbors are (more) widely spread and
thus, the arithmetic mean and/or standard deviation of the nearest better neighbor distances
are higher than the ones from the nearest neighbor distance set. Analogously, the (absolute)
correlation between the two distance sets should be much lower for non-funnel landscapes than
for funnel problems.
We trained various machine learning models – decision trees, random forests, support vector
machines and nearest neighbor methods – as possible “funnel detectors”, using a self-made
benchmark consisting of 6 000 mixed-sphere problems. Each of them has a specific underlying
global structure (linear, funnel or “random”) and a varying number of peaks. Figure 2.2 provides an example for each of the aforementioned landscape categories. Due to the fact that
linear problems can be seen as a special case of funnel problems, we considered the funnel detection problem to be binary: funnel (and linear) vs. non-funnel. Each of the machine learning
algorithms was trained using the three “cheap” ELA feature sets, as well as our five NBC features. In order to find well-performing funnel detectors, we reduced the number of features by a
greedy feature selection strategy and evaluated our models with a nested resampling strategy.
The best-performing version per machine learning algorithm was assessed on two external validation sets: the BBOB problems and a collection of Disc Packing problems (Addis et al.,
2008). Surprisingly, our most accurate funnel detector was a classification tree, which uses a
10
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2
small, but plausible group of features: two meta-model (the adjusted model fit, i.e., Radj
, of a

quadratic model with interactions, and the intercept of a simple linear model) and two NBC
features (the ratio of the standard deviations, and the correlation between the distance sets).
This rather simple – and hence, well interpretable – model on average misclassified only 10% of
the training data (assessed using a nested 10-fold crossvalidation), 3% of the BBOB problems
and also supported the thesis of Addis et al. (2008), who claim that the landscapes of (larger)
disc packing problems are funnels.

2.4

Low-Budget Exploratory Landscape Analysis on Multiple Peaks Models

After having shown in Kerschke et al. (2015) that we are in general able to detect funnel
structures of (black-box) optimization problems, we enhanced our methodology in Kerschke
et al. (2016a) allowing us to be competitive when having lower budgets (i.e., less function
evaluations) as well. With our new approach, we were able to reduce the size of the initial
design – and hence the costs for the computation of our landscape features – by factor ten.
That is, instead of 500 × d function evaluations, where d is the number of dimensions of the
underlying optimization problem, we only require 50 × d evaluations. These improvements are
extremely profitable as they approximate the size of an evolutionary algorithm’s (EA) initial
population. Considering that an EA has to evaluate its starting population anyway and that
it could use our initial design instead, the costs for the computation of the landscape features
would be negligible. Another advantage of such a budget decrease is the increased applicability
of the ELA approach to real-world problems: (additional) evaluations of such problems often
are highly costly and hence, a smaller budget implies much lower costs.
Within our work, the reduction of the budget basically has been achieved by three changes
within our experimental setup: (1) generating the training instances with an improved problem
generator, (2) using a more sophisticated strategy for sampling the points of the initial design,
and (3) selecting a better-performing subset of landscape features.
A weakness of our previously used problem generator was the positioning of the funnel’s global
optimum. More precisely, it always located the global optimum within the center of the decision
space. Consequently, our funnel detectors had difficulties spotting funnels that were located close
to the boundaries of the decision space. However, this issue has been solved with the usage of the
Multiple Peaks Model generator (MPM2, Wessing, 2015), which is available in python (within
optproblems, Wessing, 2016) and R (smoof, Bossek, 2016). Further minor performance improvements – especially w.r.t. detecting non-funnel landscapes – have been achieved by using
a latin hypercube sample (LHS, Beachkofski and Grandhi, 2002) instead of a random uniform
sampling strategy for constructing the initial design. The final performance improvements have
been made by executing a brute force (i.e., exhaustive) feature selection on a pre-selected group
of promising landscape features.
In the end, a random forest, consisting of 500 trees and using two NBC features, five meta
model features and the dimensionality of the problem itself, was the best performing funnel
detector. The results have been assessed using a 10-fold cross validation on our training data
(with an accuracy of more than 98%), as well as on two external validation sets: the BBOB
11
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problems (approx. 92% accuracy) and a collection of non-funnel problems from the CEC 2013
niching competition (100% accuracy).
All in all, we were able to show that landscape analysis is a powerful methodology for distinguishing optimization problems from each other – at least w.r.t. their global structure in general
and the existence of an underlying funnel structure in particular – while only spending a small
amount of function evaluations (50 × d with d being the problem’s search space dimensionality)
on the computation of the corresponding landscape features.
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Chapter 3
Flacco – A Toolbox for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis with R

“We have to stop optimizing for programmers and
start optimizing for users.”
Jeff Atwood

3.1

Contributed Material

• Kerschke, P. & Trautmann, H. (2016). The R-Package FLACCO for Exploratory Landscape Analysis with Applications to Multi-Objective Optimization Problems. In: IEEE
Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC), pages 5262 – 5269.
(see Appendix B.1)
• Hanster, C. & Kerschke, P. (2017). flaccogui: Exploratory Landscape Analysis for Everyone. In: Proceedings of the 19th Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation (GECCO) Companion, pages 1215 – 1222.

(see Appendix B.2)

• Kerschke, P. (under review). Comprehensive Feature-Based Landscape Analysis of Continuous and Constrained Optimization Problems Using the R-Package flacco.
(see Appendix B.3)

3.2

The R-Package FLACCO for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis with Applications to Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

Inspired by the multitude of perspective use cases for Exploratory Landscape Analysis, several research groups worldwide have designed new landscape features. In general, this progress
should be considered to be very helpful as the different scientific backgrounds of the developers resulted in numerous (often complementary) features, which in turn usually characterized
different aspects of a problem’s landscape. However, although a wide variety of feature sets
13
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existed (see, e.g., Muñoz Acosta et al., 2015b, for an overview on some of them), in most of
the cases researchers considered only small subsets due to a simple and plausible reason: they
did not possess the source code. More precisely, each group implemented its features in its
programmer’s favorite language, e.g., Matlab (MATLAB, 2013), python (VanRossum and The
Python Development Team, 2015) or R (R Core Team, 2017), and – if at all – published the
corresponding code in file bundles or separate packages. In consequence, people who wanted to
use and/or compare features that were developed by different groups had to cope with different
programming languages, interfaces, etc.
In order to overcome these obstacles, we created flacco (Kerschke, 2017), an R-package for
f eature-based landscape analysis of continuous and constrained optimization problems. It combines more than 300 features (originating from 17 feature sets), as well as several visualization
techniques, which should help to make (some of) the feature sets more comprehensible and
thereby provide a better understanding of the given optimization problem. Furthermore, we
automatically track and report the costs (i.e., the number of function evaluations, as well as
the running time in seconds) for computing each of the feature sets and thereby enable a more
fair comparison of them, especially when using them for automated algorithm selection.
Given that R-packages are open source and that flacco’s development version is hosted publicly
accessible on GitHub4 (including an issue tracker for feedback, bug reports, etc.), the entire
source code is available to everybody in the world. Hosting the package on GitHub also makes
it easier for other R-developers to extend our framework, e.g., by integrating new feature sets,
and thereby making it the tool for Exploratory Landscape Analysis. Shortly after launching
the package, we also published an online tutorial5 , which provides further information on the
implemented feature sets and visualization techniques, as well as a quick start section that
should facilitate the first steps with flacco.
In Kerschke and Trautmann (2016), we introduced the R-package to the evolutionary computation community and exemplarily showed how to use it on the basis of a multi-objective case
study. To the best of our knowledge, our experiment was the first one to combine landscape
features that originate from such a variety of research groups. And while landscape features
so far were only used for characterizing single-objective problems, we tested their applicability
to multi-objective problems. For this purpose, we combined (three-dimensional) instances from
two well-known multi-objective optimization benchmarks, namely DTLZ (Deb et al., 2005) and
ZDT (Zitzler et al., 2000), by ratios of objective-wise computed landscape features. That is, we
computed each feature on both objectives of an instance and afterwards aggregated them by
dividing the value belonging to objective 1 by the respective value of objective 2.
As shown within Figure 3.1, the similarities and dissimilarities between these ‘multi-objective
landscape features’ suggested five to six clusters: two bigger groups – consisting of (1) DTLZ2,
DTLZ3, DTLZ5 and DTLZ6, and (2) DTLZ7, ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3, respectively – and three
to four groups consisting of a single instance each (DTLZ1, DTLZ4, ZDT4 and ZDT6). Based on
the right image, which projects the data into the hyperplane spanned by the first two principal
components, DTLZ1 might be similar to the problems of the green cluster. With the exception
of DTLZ7 one can in general detect a rather high ‘intra-benchmark’ similarity and ‘betweenbenchmark’ dissimilarity. Thus, although the objective-wise aggregation of the features was
4 https://github.com/kerschke/flacco
5 http://kerschke.github.io/flacco-tutorial/
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Figure 3.1: Similarities and dissimilarities among the multi-objective optimization problems,
according to our ‘multi-objective features’. The heatmap (left) visualizes the correlations between the 12 instances: blue (orange) boxes indicate positive (negative) correlations and their
intensities represent the respective magnitude. The plot on the right shows the found clusters
based on the first two principal components (which explain roughly 63.6% of the variance).
admittedly quite arbitrary, our multi-objective landscape features were able to find patterns
within the benchmarks. Consequently, if one has to rely on artificial test problems, we strongly
recommend to use test problems from multiple benchmarks in order to consider a higher variety
of problems and thereby avoid a bias towards certain benchmark-specific patterns.

3.3

flaccogui: Exploratory Landscape Analysis for
Everyone

Although flacco provides numerous tools and features for performing Exploratory Landscape
Analysis, its usability comes with one essential drawback: it is an R-package and hence will only
be used by people who are familiar with that programming language. In Hanster and Kerschke
(2017), we therefore introduced a graphical user interface (GUI), which helps to overcome this
obstacle. It can either be executed from within R itself (as part of our flacco-package) or on an
entirely platform-independent web-hosted application6 . Both versions are identical w.r.t. their
appearance and functionalities, but while the web application is hosted on a server and hence,
can be accessed from any device (as long as it has access to the internet), the built-in version
runs on the user’s local machine and thus neither requires server nor internet access.
The GUI was created using the R-package shiny (Chang et al., 2016), which enables its users to
build R-based web applications without any knowledge of web development. Figure 3.2 shows
the layout of our application by means of two screenshots. The left one displays the two main
panels of the GUI: an input panel on the left side (highlighted by a dark grey background) and
an output panel (consisting of the tabs “Feature Calculation” and “Visualization”) on the right
side. In the input panel, the user can choose between four options for defining the optimization
6 http://flacco.shinyapps.io/flacco/
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Figure 3.2: The graphical user interface (GUI) of flacco basically consists of two panels: (1) an
input panel (highlighted by a dark grey area on the very left), where the user can configure the
optimization problem, and (2) an output panel that either lists the values for the chosen feature
set (the area that is adjacent to the grey input panel, exemplarily shown for the cell mapping
angle feature set), or displays one of the package’s various visualization techniques (right half
of the image above, which exemplarily shows the information content plot as introduced by
Muñoz Acosta et al., 2015a).

problem: (1) manually defining it within a text box, (2) selecting any of the single-objective
optimization problems from the R-package smoof (Bossek, 2016), (3) defining a BBOB problem
(via its function and instance IDs), or (4) simply upload an externally evaluated initial design.
In the output panel, the user can either compute an entire feature set (as exemplarily shown
in the left image of Figure 3.2) or select a visualization of the problem’s landscape7 or any of
its feature sets. For the latter, the user can select between cell mapping plots (such as the ones
in Figure 2.1), two- or three-dimensional barrier trees, or an information content plot (e.g., the
one shown in the right image of Figure 3.2).
As one of the main purposes of ELA is automated feature computation, we also assured that the
GUI allows the computation of any user-specified feature set (or all features simultaneously)
for multiple problem instances rather than for single instances. The only restriction is that all
problems have to belong to the same problem class. That is, all of the problems have to be
either BBOB problems or belong to any other single-objective problem class that is implemented
in smoof. For either of these two options, the application provides a separate screen (“BBOBImport” or “smoof-Import”), where the user can upload a csv-file with the respective parameter
configurations (e.g., function ID, instance ID and problem dimension for the BBOB problems)
and in return receive a downloadable table with the computed landscape features. Figure 3.3
shows an example in which the nearest better clustering features are computed for four different
BBOB instances. Note that in this example, each feature was computed three times for each of
the four instances in order to capture the stochasticity of the features and/or initial design.
7 The GUI allows to illustrate landscapes of one- or two-dimensional problems and the user can choose between
a graph (1D), contour (2D) or surface plot (3D). Examples of the latter two are given within Figure 2.2.
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the GUI after computing the nearest better clustering features for a
set of four different BBOB problems and with three replications each.

3.4

Comprehensive Feature-Based Landscape Analysis of
Continuous and Constrained Optimization Problems
Using the R-Package flacco

After developing the R-package flacco and its accompanying GUI, we combined both works
within Kerschke (under review) and completed our project by extending the two previous
subprojects with a general overview on the existing landscape features (for continuous singleobjective optimization), an illustration of the usage of flacco by means of a well-known blackbox optimization problem8 , and – most importantly – a detailed description for each of the 17
feature sets that are implemented in the current version (1.7) of our R-package.
In conclusion (of the entire project), we provided a comprehensive toolbox, which unifies a wide
collection of landscape features within a convenient, user-friendly and extensible framework. By
enhancing it with a graphical user interface, we also have made flacco accessible to a much
broader group of people – all non-R-users in particular – and thereby enabled them to also
benefit from the majority of our framework’s functionalities.
Consequently, many researchers worldwide are now in a position to perform comparative studies
with a wide collection of landscape features, which should help to gain more insights into the
respective analyzed optimization problem(s). The knowledge derived from these studies can
in turn help to perform more sophisticated follow-up actions, as for instance developing new
landscape features that aim at detecting specific traits of an optimization problem and have
not been addressed so far, or training well-performing (i.e., competitive) automated algorithm
selection models as for instance shown in the following chapter.

8 A two-dimensional instance of Gallagher’s Gaussian 101-me Peaks (see, e.g., Hansen et al., 2009a), i.e., the
21st problem from the Black-Box Optimization Benchmark.
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Chapter 4
Feature-Based Algorithm Selection from
Optimizer Portfolios

“More data beats clever algorithms, but better data
beats more data.”
Peter Norvig

4.1

Contributed Material

• Kotthoff, L., Kerschke, P., Hoos, H. H. & Trautmann, H. (2015). Improving the State of
the Art in Inexact TSP Solving using Per-Instance Algorithm Selection. In: Learning and
Intelligent OptimizatioN 9 (LION), pages 202 – 217.

(see Appendix C.1)

• Kerschke, P., Kotthoff, L., Bossek, J., Hoos, H. H. & Trautmann, H. (2017). Leveraging
TSP Solver Complementarity through Machine Learning. In: Evolutionary Computation
Journal (ECJ), pages 1 – 24.

(see Appendix C.2)

• Kerschke, P. & Trautmann, H. (under review). Automated Algorithm Selection on Continuous Black-Box Problems By Combining Exploratory Landscape Analysis and Machine
Learning.

4.2

(see Appendix C.3)

Improving the State of the Art in Inexact TSP Solving
using Per-Instance Algorithm Selection

In contrast to the projects described in the previous two sections, which mainly focussed on the
characterization of optimization problems by domain-specific features, we went a step further
in Kotthoff et al. (2015) and used such features for training per-instance algorithm selectors for
the well-known Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP).
Although there exist two types of TSP algorithms – exact and inexact TSP solvers – for a long
time, algorithm selection was not applicable to either one of them as both groups were dominated
18
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the portfolio’s single best solver, i.e., EAX+restart (with a mean
PAR10-score of 104.01s), with the portfolio’s second best solver, i.e., LKH+restart (422.48s),
on the left, as well as our best-performing per-instance algorithm selector, a paired regression
MARS model with the corresponding feature costs (95.08s), on the right.
by a single solver each: Concorde (the state of the art among the exact solvers; Applegate et al.,
2007) and LKH (inexact; Helsgaun, Keld, 2009). However, with the introduction of the inexact
TSP solver EAX, which basically exploits variants of the edge assembly crossover operator,
Nagata and Kobayashi (2013) presented an evolutionary algorithm that is competitive to LKH
and so, for the first time, made algorithm selection promising within this research domain.
By enhancing both heuristics with additional restart-variants, Dubois-Lacoste et al. (2015)
introduced two further, very competitive solvers, which perfectly complement our TSP solver
portfolio. This competitiveness is in particular observable for the restart version of EAX, which
has the best aggregated performance across the entire training set and hence is considered to
be the portfolio’s single best solver (SBS). Its complementarity with the restart variant of LKH
– which can be seen in the left scatterplot of Figure 4.1 – is a strong indicator for the potential
of algorithm selection in this setting.
Within our conducted study, the performances of the four solvers – and thus the ones of the
algorithm selectors as well – were measured by means of PAR10-scores (see, e.g., Bischl et al.,
2016a). For successful runs, it is identical to the measured runtime, but for unsuccessful runs
(usually caused by time- or memouts) it is given a penalty score, which is the tenfold of the
largest valid runtime. Here, the walltime was one hour and therefore, the penalized runtime
was ten hours (or 36 000s, respectively).
For the purpose of automated algorithm selection, we first created a comprehensive set of TSP
problems by collecting instances from four well-known TSP benchmarks: Random Uniform Euclidean (RUE) problems, VLSI and National instances, as well as problems from the TSPLIB.
While the first set of instances can be created with an artificial problem generator9 , the other
three sets are mostly collections of real-world problems. In order to obtain the corresponding
performance values, we executed all four solvers from our portfolio, i.e., EAX, LKH and their
restart variants (denoted EAX+restart and LKH+restart, respectively), on each of the col9 The portgen generator from the 8th DIMACS Implementation Challenge (http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/
Challenges/TSP/).
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lected instances. For the same benchmark problems, we also computed two feature sets from
the literature (Hutter et al., 2014; Mersmann et al., 2013) and additionally tried a novel set of
features, which we denoted probing features. The idea of the latter is to monitor the behavior
of our portfolio’s single best solver (SBS), i.e., EAX+restart, and extract information from its
progress across the different generations.
In a first approach, we trained three machine learning models for each of the three supervised
learning strategies classification, regression and paired regression as potential algorithm selectors. Due to the fact that the feature costs have a direct impact on the selectors’ performances,
each machine learner was trained with different combinations of the feature sets: a subset of 13
rather cheap (i.e., quickly computable) features from Hutter et al. (2014), all 50 features from
the same source, the 64 features from Mersmann et al. (2013), as well as the union of both
feature sets (114 features). Note that each selector’s performance was assessed with a 10-fold
crossvalidation in order to assure reliable performance values.
Our best performing algorithm selector – a paired regression multivariate adaptive regression
spline (MARS, Friedman, 1991), which was trained with the ‘cheap’ feature subset from Hutter
et al. (2014) – achieved a mean PAR10-score of 95.08s (already including the costs for the
feature computation) and hence reduced the gap between the single best solver (104.01s) and
the virtual best solver (VBS; 18.52s) by more than 10%. However, one can also observe the
impact of the feature costs by means of the tail in the lower part of Figure 4.1 (right image),
which relates to the quickly solvable problems that are usually solved in less than a second.
Nevertheless, we successfully showed that – despite the aforementioned overhead for computing
problem-specific features – our proposed approach of feature-based algorithm selection still is
powerful enough to improve over the current state of the art in inexact TSP solving.
In a second attempt, we used our probing features for training the algorithm selection models.
The usage of those features comes with the benefit of negligible feature costs on instances that
were presolved during the features’ monitoring phase. Even though the probing features themselves might not be as informative as the established sets from the literature, they nevertheless
led to algorithm selectors that performed comparable to the SBS. Especially when charging the
feature costs only on instances, for which the selected optimization algorithm was different to
EAX+restart, our best selector (under this approach), i.e., a regression random forest (Breiman,
2001) with a mean PAR10-score of 103.83s, slightly improved over the SBS. Therefore, our findings based on these (admittedly rather simplistic) online monitoring features indicate that the
integration of feature-based per-instance algorithm selection into the optimization process itself
could as well be a profitable approach for further research in this area.

4.3

Leveraging TSP Solver Complementarity through
Machine Learning

Inspired by the promising results from Kotthoff et al. (2015), we enhanced our previous experiments by extending the setup with an additional optimization algorithm, an extra set of TSP
features, two further artificial problem benchmarks, more sophisticated machine learning approaches, as well as a thorough in-depth analysis of the corresponding performance data (Kerschke et al., 2017). Based on these extensions, we were able to clearly outperform the state of
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the single best solver from the portfolio (EAX+restart with a mean
PAR10-score of 36.32s) and the two best-performing algorithm selectors, i.e., classificationbased SVMs with mean PAR10-scores of 16.75s (left) and 16.93s (right), respectively.

the art in inexact TSP solving by constructing an algorithm selector, which on average required
less than half of the resources used by the single best solver from our portfolio.
Within recent works, Pihera and Musliu (2014) introduced a set of 287 TSP features and also
showed that the Multiagent Optimization System (MAOS) from Xie and Liu (2009) performs
competitive to LKH – at least on some of their considered problems – and we therefore added
both, MAOS and their proposed features, to our setup. Additionally, we reduced the large
impact of the unstructured RUE instances on our experiments – and hence, on the algorithm
selectors – by (a) also considering two sets of clustered TSP problems, which were generated with
the R-package netgen (Bossek, 2015), and (b) restricting our benchmark to problems of sizes 500
to 2 000 cities. While these changes provided us with a much more general data basis, the largest
improvements w.r.t. the selectors’ performances were achieved by conducting automated feature
selection. Despite the fact that the current implementations of the feature sets did not enable
more accurate tracking of the feature costs10 , using small subsets of the features led to much
better performing algorithm selectors. These findings are very plausible, because restricting the
number of features obviously reduces the noise and/or redundancy among them.
In the end, we analyzed a total of 280 potential algorithm selectors. The two best of them
were classification-based support vector machines (Vapnik, 1995), which were trained with 16
or 11 features from Pihera and Musliu (2014), respectively. As displayed in Figure 4.2, both
models – having average PAR10-scores of 16.75s and 16.93s, respectively – selected for each of
the 1 845 instances from our benchmark a solver that found an optimal tour within less than
1 000s, whereas the single best solver, EAX+restart, found an optimal tour for all but one of
the considered problems11 and had a mean PAR10-score of 36.30s. Therefore, based on these
PAR10-scores, both selectors found an optimal tour on average more than twice as fast as the
SBS and thus, reduced the gap towards the virtual best solver (10.73s) – i.e., the performance
10 Independent of the amount of features that were chosen from a specific feature set, we always had to consider
the costs for computing all features from the respective set.
11 While EAX, EAX+restart and MAOS failed to solve the TSPLIB-instance d657 within the given time limit
of one hour, LKH and LKH+restart solved it in less than a second.
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that one could theoretically achieve by always selecting the best-performing solver per instance
– by more than 75% (from 25.57s to 6.02s or 6.20s, respectively). Especially when considering
that the VBS is measured under very idealistic settings (i.e., perfect oracle-like selections per
instance without any additional costs), our algorithm selectors set a very strong and much more
realistic baseline for the state of the art in inexact TSP solving.
In spite of these very positive results, we still see potential for further improvements. Currently,
the source code for the feature computation did not enable a more realistic estimation of the
true feature costs when using only (small) subsets of the feature sets. In consequence, the costs
that we considered for assessing the selectors’ performances provided an upper bound for the
true costs. Also, except for the SVM’s inverse kernel width parameter sigma, which strongly
influences the SVM’s performance and hence was set upfront to a more reasonable default value,
all of our considered machine learning algorithms were executed with default configurations for
their respective hyperparameters. Given that the accuracy of a machine learner often relies on
its hyperparameter configuration, tuning them could yield even better performances.

4.4

Automated Algorithm Selection on Continuous BlackBox Problems By Combining Exploratory Landscape
Analysis and Machine Learning

In Kerschke and Trautmann (under review), we transferred our successful strategy of featurebased algorithm selection from the Travelling Salesperson Problem (as described in the two
previous works) to the domain of single-objective continuous black-box optimization. There,
we combined it with our landscape analysis framework flacco (see Chapter 3), as well as our
findings regarding an optimization problem’s high-level properties, such as the global structure
(see Chapter 2).
For this purpose, we first computed all of the more than 300 features that are currently available in flacco on a set of 96 problem instances12 from the Black-Box Optimization Benchmark (BBOB, Hansen et al., 2009b). Due to our recent findings, which showed that low budgets
are sufficient for detecting certain problem characteristics (Kerschke et al., 2016a), we again
used rather small initial designs of only 50 × d observations for our experiments. For the same
set of instances, we acquired the performance results of several optimization algorithms from
the COCO-platform (Hansen et al., 2016). Between the years 2009 and 2015, the latter collected
the performances (i.e., the best objective values that were found along with the corresponding
number of function evaluations) from a total of 129 optimization algorithms on BBOB. Using
this external source enabled us to compare performances from a wide variety of well-established
optimization algorithms (without having the burden of making their source code executable on
our local machines) and also made our results more comparable for other researchers (as they
can simply use the same data base). Therefore, instead of wasting valuable time for dealing
with the optimizers’ implementations, we rather invested more resources in a thorough revision
of the acquired performance data in order to assure a clean data basis for our experiments.
12 For each of the 24 BBOB functions, we considered four different problem dimensions, d ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10}, and
aggregated the feature and performance data across the respective first five instances, IID ∈ {1, . . . , 5}.
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On the basis of our data analysis, we reduced the set of all 129 solvers to a much smaller,
but still very competitive, portfolio of 12 representative optimization algorithms. It consists of
two very fast derivative-based solvers, several variants of the well-known Covariance Matrix
Adaption Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES, Hansen and Ostermeier, 2001), as well as some multi
level approaches. Compared to all 129 solvers from COCO, the best solver (per instance) from
our portfolio also achieved the best results on 51 of all 96 problems and was at most twice
(three times) as slow for ten (three) of the problems. While a hybrid version of the CMAES (denoted HCMA, Loshchilov et al., 2013) clearly was the single best solver across the entire
benchmark – it also was the only one to approximate the optimal objective value for all 96
problems up to the considered precision level of 10−2 – we also confirmed the thesis that the
performance of an optimization algorithm heavily relies on the given optimization problem.
That is, while the derivative-based approaches on average worked best across the separable
problems, more complex problems required much more sophisticated optimizers. Therefore,
having a priori knowledge of the problem’s landscape should clearly help to find (per instance)
a more appropriate, i.e., better performing, optimization algorithm – compared to sticking to
a single algorithm across all problems.
In contrast to the TSP-related projects, in which we measured (the PAR10-score of) the CPU
runtime, we here considered the so-called relative Expected Runtime (relative ERT) as performance measure. The ‘regular’ Expected Runtime (ERT, Hansen et al., 2009a) basically measures
the average number of function evaluations (across multiple runs of an algorithm on an instance)
that are needed to “solve” an instance. Here, “solving” an instance means that the optimizer
found an observation, whose objective value differs at most by a pre-defined precision value
ε from the landscape’s true global optimum. As the complexity of the optimization problem
has a strong impact on the size of the corresponding ERTs13 , we standardize each optimizer’s
ERT per problem and dimension by the respective problem’s best ERT (among the portfolio’s
optimization algorithms). Thereby, the performance values of simple and complex problems
should become much more comparable to each other across the entire benchmark. Standardizing the ERT per problem and dimension also simplifies the interpretation of the results: the
relative ERT of the virtual best solver obviously has to be exactly one on each of the problems
and hence, also on the entire benchmark. In consequence, the relative ERTs of the solvers and
selectors, basically provide a factor compared to the VBS. For instance, the performance of
the single best solver, which achieved a relative ERT of 30.37, implies that HCMA on average
requires 30.37 times as many function evaluations for solving an instance as the respective ideal
optimizer from our portfolio.
For modeling our algorithm selectors, we considered a similar approach as in Kerschke et al.
(2017) and combined several machine learning approaches with different feature selection strategies as potential algorithm selectors. Their performances were assessed by a leave-one-functionout crossvalidation, i.e., we trained each model on 95 of the 96 problems and validated it on the
one that was left out. This step is repeated 96 times, so that each problem was used for testing
exactly once and afterwards averaged across the resulting 96 relative ERTs. Again, the best
performance was achieved by a classification-based support vector machine (Vapnik, 1995). It
had a mean relative ERT of 16.67, which means that it (on average) required less than 55% of
13 Low-dimensional, unimodal, separable functions can be successfully solved with a very small amount of
function evaluations, whereas high-dimensional, highly multimodal problems often require millions of function
evaluations – if they can be solved at all.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the HCMA, i.e., the portfolio’s single best solver with a mean relative
ERT of 30.37, and the best-performing algorithm selector, a classification-based SVM (14.24).
The performances are distinguished by problem dimension and BBOB problem (FID).

HCMA’s number of function evaluations for solving an instance.
Examining the features that were used by our best selector revealed that neither the NBC
nor the meta-model features, i.e., features describing a landscape’s global structure, were considered by the found algorithm selector. Instead, it used one levelset and three y-distribution
features (Mersmann et al., 2011), two information content features (Muñoz Acosta et al., 2015a),
one cell mapping feature (Kerschke et al., 2014) and one of the basic features. However, being
aware of the imperfectness of our feature selection strategies – amongst others due to their usage
of an either greedy or random approach – we tried a new approach by combining the previously
selected eight features with the NBC and meta-model features and performing a second round
of feature selection on top. As a result, we found a composition of (three features from the previous model, two meta-model and four NBC) features, which led to an even better algorithm
selection model with a mean relative ERT of 14.24. The corresponding performance differences
between the portfolio’s best solver, i.e., HCMA, and our best-performing per-instance algorithm
selector are displayed in Figure 4.3.
Analyzing our two algorithm selectors in more detail, we detected that both models performed
poorly on the separable BBOB problems (FIDs 1 to 5), whereas especially the better (second)
model outperformed all single solvers on the group of multimodal problems with a weak global
structure (FIDs 20 to 24). However, bringing the size of the initial design in relation to the
complexity of the problems, both findings are plausible. The separable problems usually can
be solved with a few function evaluations, giving the costs for the initial design – 100 to 500
function evaluations depending on the problem’s dimensionality – a strong negative impact
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on the selector’s performance, which is also visible in Figure 4.3. On the other hand, the
multimodal problems with a weak global structure are so complex that they require a huge
amount of function evaluations – if they can be solved at all. For instance, HCMA had an
ERT of 7.3 million function evaluations on the ten-dimensional version of the Lunacek BiRastrigin Function (FID 24, Hansen et al., 2009b), but still was the portfolio’s only algorithm
to solve this problem at all. In such extreme cases, the cost of at most 500 function evaluations
for computing the landscape features becomes completely insignificant compared to the high
amount of function evaluations that one would actually waste when selecting a solver that either
(a) performs very poorly or (b) does not even find the optimum for the given problem.
All in all, one can state that the computation of landscape features on very simple problems
might cause some overhead, but feature-based algorithm selection has definitely proven to be a
very powerful tool, especially on more complex (and thus expensive) problems. Consequently,
spending a small amount of function evaluations on the feature computation can in turn be
very profitable considering the strong performance improvements that one could achieve with a
suitable, i.e., well-performing, optimization algorithm. Furthermore, in order to avoid spending
too many function evaluations on these very simple problems, future research could aim at
designing new landscape features, which are able to distinguish these very simple problems
from all the other ones, by means of an extremely minimalistic budget or initial design.
Finally, considering that the size of the initial design is already in the range of an evolutionary
algorithm’s population size, low-budget landscape analysis provides essential information for
improved continuous black-box optimization basically for free14 . Instead of using two different
sets of observations for both – i.e., the solver’s initial population and the features’ initial design
– one could either use the initial population for computing the landscape features or the initial
design as the solver’s starting population. Either way, the features would be available for free.

14 Except for the aforementioned very simple problems, which ideally are solved by fast, deterministic (local
search) optimization algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Platforms for Collaborative Research on
Algorithm Selection and Machine Learning

“Great things in business are never done by one person, they’re done by a team of people.”
Steve Jobs

5.1

Contributed Material

• Bischl, B., Kerschke, P., Kotthoff, L., Lindauer, T. M., Malitsky, Y., Frechette, A.,
Hoos, H. H., Hutter, F., Leyton-Brown, K., Tierney, K. & Vanschoren, J. (2016). ASlib: A
Benchmark Library for Algorithm Selection. In: Artificial Intelligence Journal (AIJ), pages
41 – 58.

(see Appendix D.1)

• Casalicchio, G., Bossek, J., Lang, M., Kirchhoff, D., Kerschke, P., Hofner, B., Seibold, H.,
Vanschoren, J. & Bischl, B. (2017). OpenML: An R Package to Connect to the Machine
Learning Platform OpenML. In: Journal of Computational Statistics (COST), pages 1 –
15.

5.2

(see Appendix D.2)

ASlib: A Benchmark Library for Algorithm Selection

As shown in the previous chapter, feature-based per-instance algorithm selection can yield
impressive performance improvements within different research domains. And although there
has been a steady growth in the number of related research projects (see, e.g., Kotthoff, 2014;
Muñoz Acosta et al., 2015b), there exists no common platform for researchers, where they can
share and/or compare their experimental data and approaches. Therefore, in order to increase
both, comparability and exchangeability of algorithm selection results from different studies,
we defined a standardized format (for data sets of algorithm selection scenarios) and introduced
the Algorithm Selection Library 15 (ASlib, Bischl et al., 2016a).
The ASlib is an online platform, which (a) comes with a repository for sharing various data
sets (features, feature costs, algorithm performances, runstatus, etc.) for a wide variety of
15 http://aslib.net/
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algorithm selection scenarios, (b) provides useful insights for each of the uploaded scenarios
by means of an automatically generated explorative data analysis, and (c) runs some initial
benchmark experiments (with a few standard machine learning algorithms) per scenario. For
better usability of the library, we additionally provided interfaces for accessing the platform
either from python (ASlibScenario16 ) or R (aslib17 , Bischl et al., 2016b). Thereof we expect
a facilitated communication between the users on the one end and the ASlib on the other.
Due to these functionalities, the library mostly simplifies the steps prior to actually performing
algorithm selection. That is, one neither has to deal with any of the implementations of the
different optimization algorithms nor with the feature computations and their costs. Each of
the AS scenarios available on the library assured to provide all these required data sets and
furthermore the corresponding data sets also have to pass various sanity checks prior to being
published on the platform. Also, due to the standardized data format, the user has to cope with
the format specifications only once – at the very first encounter with any of the scenarios. In
future experiments, users can easily adapt their code from the previous experiments by replacing
the links to the ‘old’ data sets with the respective ones from any of the other scenarios.
An additional advantage and at the same time very important contribution of the ASlib is its
automatically generated Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 18 , which provides valuable insights
into the performance and feature data of each scenario. On its first page, it summarizes all
available scenarios by means of a table with the number of instances, (optimization) algorithms
and features. The same table also displays whether the data contains stochastic features or
algorithms, respectively. Therefore, a user who is looking for a specific setup for an AS scenario,
can quickly scan over the entire list of all scenarios and afterwards explore the relevant ones in
more detail. For the latter, our EDA provides a multitude of visualizations, such as boxplots,
density or cumulative distribution functions (of the algorithm performances), as well as several
tables summarizing the presented performance and feature values.
Aside from the scenario’s raw data, the aforementioned EDA and a readme-file, which provides
further information on the source of the respective scenario, the library offers summaries of
standard baseline measures – i.e., the virtual best solver (VBS) and the single best solver (SBS)
– along with the results of an initial benchmark study based on well-established machine learning
algorithms (e.g., random forests and support vector machines). These benchmark tables, which
show the respective performances by means of three different measures – success rates, PAR10scores and misclassification penalties – should give the user some first indications on the size
of the gap between VBS and SBS, or VBS and best machine learning algorithm, respectively.
Hence, the users get an approximate idea of how much improvement one could expect from
more thoroughly trained algorithm selectors.
A further contribution that we have made in Bischl et al. (2016a) is a brief description of the six
optimization domains that were covered by the platform’s 17 algorithm selection scenarios (at
the time of the release of version 2.0). However, in its current version (3.0), the library contains
21 scenarios (originating from ten optimization domains), as well as an additional repository
for unverified scenarios, which have the potential to be integrated in future releases. At last, we
also presented an exploratory benchmark study, whose results on the one hand displayed the
16 https://github.com/mlindauer/ASlibScenario
17 https://github.com/coseal/aslib-r
18 http://coseal.github.io/aslib-r/scenario-pages/index.html
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diversity of the available scenarios and on the other hand provided a nice baseline for further
studies on each of them.
In conclusion, the development and introduction of the ASlib finally provided a platform where
researchers can access and share the data from various experimental studies related to algorithm
selection. Furthermore, we provided various tools which enable a stronger focus on the actual
algorithm selection itself as users no longer have to deal with the usually rather time consuming
preprocessing steps, such as collecting the data, performing sanity checks, or extracting further
information from the data, e.g., by means of an explorative data analysis. Therefore, our platform clearly facilitates collaborations across different applications for algorithm selection, e.g.,
Satisfiability (SAT) or Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP), as (expert) knowledge of those
is – due to the provided data sets – no longer a mandatory prerequisite.

5.3

OpenML: An R Package to Connect to the Machine
Learning Platform OpenML

While the previously described Algorithm Selection Library aims at experimental studies that
are specifically related to the topic of algorithm selection, the online machine learning platform
OpenML19 (Vanschoren et al., 2013) targets a much broader community: machine learning
researchers in general.
The main goal of OpenML is to provide a place, where researchers can easily collaborate (online), e.g., by sharing their data, machine learning algorithms, experimental setups, or even
entire experiments. Due to the modularized structure of the platform, researchers can directly
benefit from advances made by any other member of this network within a specific part of
their experimental workflow. In order to enable as many researchers as possible access into
the network, OpenML provides interfaces to the majority of machine learning applications,
namely WEKA (Hall et al., 2009), MOA (Bifet et al., 2010), RapidMiner (Hofmann and Klinkenberg, 2013), Java (e.g., Arnold et al., 2005), R (R Core Team, 2017) and python (VanRossum
and The Python Development Team, 2015).
In Casalicchio et al. (2017b), we introduced the R-package OpenML (Casalicchio et al., 2017a),
which provides the interface from R to OpenML and vice versa. Our package is closely connected
to mlr (Bischl et al., 2016c), which probably is the most complex and at the same time most
powerful framework for machine learning in R. Within our work, we provide a description of
the different building blocks of OpenML, i.e., the data sets, tasks (i.e., encapsulations of the
data sets, enriched by further information such as the supervised learning type, the desired
performance measure and resampling strategy), flows (i.e., the considered machine learning
algorithms along with specifications of their possible hyperparameters) and the runs (i.e., results
as achieved by a flow with a specific hyperparameter configuration and applied to a certain task).
For facilitating the first steps with OpenML and in particular with our package, we (a) designed
a tutorial20 , and (b) also presented a case study (within our work), in which we demonstrate
the usage of our package in combination with OpenML and the mlr framework.
19 https://www.openml.org/
20 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/OpenML/OpenML.pdf

or
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/OpenML/vignettes/OpenML.html
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Summarizing, one can state that the R-package OpenML provides R-users easy access to the very
promising machine learning platform OpenML. Due to the many interfaces of the platform,
its users are enabled to collaborate with many other scientists worldwide and independent of
their favorite programming language. After all, such a powerful network will help its members
to jointly tackle complex machine learning problems and thereby push the entire, already very
vivid, research domain even further.
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Summary and Outlook

“Realize that everything connects to everything else.”
Leonardo da Vinci

This thesis was structured into four parts in order to represent the different aspects that contributed towards the overall goal of performing “Automated and Feature-Based Problem Characterization and Algorithm Selection Through Machine Learning”. As discussed within this work,
we have made valuable progress in each of these categories with the most important ones among
them being summarized below.

Characterizing the Global Structure of Continuous Black-Box Problems
We proposed new feature sets, which improved the classification of a problem’s degree of multimodality and its global structure. In particular, these features enabled the distinction of
funnel-shaped problems from landscapes with rather randomly distributed local optima. More
importantly, we showed that our features, despite being computed by means of very low budgets,
always classified the aforementioned properties with a high accuracy (of 90% and more).

Framework for Exploratory Landscape Analysis
The two essential contributions of this category have been the development of the R-package
flacco and its accompanying platform-independent and web-hosted graphical user interface,
which even enables non-R-users to benefit from this framework’s functionalities. The package
itself provides a collection of more than 300 automatically computable landscape features, as
well as several visualization techniques. While the latter should help its users to get a better
understanding of the problems at hand, the former is a very important ingredient for performing
automated algorithm selection.

Experimental Studies on Feature-Based Algorithm Selection
We have conducted experimental studies to show the applicability of feature-based algorithm
selection within different application domains. For the Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP),
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our best algorithm selector completely dominated the single best solver (SBS) from our portfolio of state-of-the-art heuristic TSP solvers. More precisely, we reduced the gap between the
virtual best solver (VBS), i.e., an oracle like predictor that always predicts the best performing
optimization algorithm for every single instance (at no costs), and the aforementioned SBS
by more than 75%. Within the second considered application, i.e., single-objective continuous
black-box optimization, we performed algorithm selection on a portfolio of 12 complementary
solvers that were evaluated across all 24 functions from the well-known Black-Box Optimization
Benchmark (BBOB, Hansen et al., 2009a) and across four different problem dimensions. Similar
to the TSP experiments, our best algorithm selection model again required less than half of the
resources compared to the respective SBS. Especially the ‘funnel features’, which we proposed
for characterizing the structures of continuous black-box problems proved to be valuable for
our algorithm selector.

Development of Platforms for Machine Learning and Algorithm Selection
At last, we have made contributions to two online platforms, which encourage collaborations
among researchers in the field of machine learning (OpenML) in general and algorithm selection
(ASlib) in particular. On either of these platforms, the users can publicly share their data, which
in turn allows others to study those in more detail. Consequently, being checked by numerous
people, it is more likely that the provided data sets – and hence, the experiments conducted
on them – are of better quality. Also, the platforms facilitate contributions to separate parts
of the algorithm selection and/or machine learning models and thereby help to improve them
without too much additional effort.

Based on these very promising results, we have laid the basis for several new developments
within the analyzed research field. Focussing on the automated characterization of problem
landscapes, it would be interesting to investigate how much one could reduce the available budget without losing (too much) information and thereby accuracy. While one could obviously try
to tackle this problem by directly decreasing the size of the initial designs, one would assume that
more sophisticated approaches, such as combining landscape analysis with surrogate-assisted
models (e.g., Kriging, Jones et al., 1998), yields more promising results.
Also, a weakness of our feature-based algorithm selection (in case of continuous optimization)
was its poor performance on very simple problems. Admittedly, this weakness is negligible
as it obviously only affects a few very special problems (such as for instance the Sphere and
Linear Slope functions). Nevertheless, designing features that are able to detect these (usually
separable) problems by means of a very limited amount of function evaluations, likely will have
a strong positive impact on the overall performance of the algorithm selection models.
So far, all of these landscape features have been designed for tackling single-objective problems.
However, as the majority of real-world problems usually have to be optimized w.r.t. more than
one objective, we need features that are able to characterize such multi-objective landscapes.
Again, one could use naı̈ve approaches, such as computing the features per objective, but then
one would lose (probably essential) information on the interaction between the objectives. So,
although some initial steps towards characterizing such landscapes have already been made (see,
e.g., Kerschke and Grimme, 2017; Kerschke et al., 2016b, under review), this research field is
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one of the most important ones to address in the near future.

Aside from the continuous landscapes, I also see possible enhancements w.r.t. features characterizing the TSP instances. The implementations of most of the TSP feature sets within this
thesis only allow to measure their costs across the entire feature set. However, as our experimental studies have shown, usually only small subsets of these features are sufficient for training
well-performing algorithm selectors. Thus, measuring the feature costs at a smaller level would
(a) allow the machine learning algorithms to choose from a wider collection of features (currently, cheap features that are part of an expensive feature set, will usually be disregarded by
the machine learning algorithm), and (b) provide better estimates for the required runtime (so
far, the performances of our algorithm selectors are only upper bounds for the actual costs).
Furthermore, the hyperparameters of our algorithm selection models have always been used
within their default configurations. However, as shown in many works of the adjacent research
field of algorithm configuration, tuning an algorithm to the problem at hand usually yields strong
performance improvements as well. Based on those results and the contributions presented
within this thesis, there is a lot of potential for a fruitful combination of these two approaches.
On the one hand, algorithm configuration could strongly benefit from our automated feature
computation as our features could reduce the hyperparameters’ search space prior to actually
running the algorithm configurator and thereby clearly decrease its required computational
budget. On the other hand, the configurators could be used for tuning our machine learning
algorithms, which in turn should push them towards even better performances.
As a final enhancement of our results, one could – instead of computing the landscape features
offline before the optimization – measure them online while actually running the optimization
algorithms. By means of such online monitoring features (similar to the ‘probing features’ that
we proposed in Kotthoff et al., 2015) one could either (a) switch between different optimization
algorithms from a pre-defined portfolio or (b) tune the optimizer’s hyperparameters so that it
focusses on exploiting the landscape’s promising regions – and thereby saves valuable function
evaluations.
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• Presented at the “EVOLVE 2014 International Conference” held from July 1 to 4, 2014
in Beijing, China.
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CHAPTER A. CHARACTERIZING THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF CONTINUOUS BLACK-BOX
PROBLEMS

• Abstract:
Exploratory Landscape Analysis is an effective and sophisticated approach to characterize
the properties of continuous optimization problems. The overall aim is to exploit this
knowledge to give recommendations of the individually best suited algorithm for unseen
optimization problems. Recent research revealed a high potential of this methodology in
this respect based on a set of well-defined, computable features which only requires a
quite small sample of function evaluations. In this paper, new features based on the cell
mapping concept are introduced and shown to improve the existing feature set in terms
of predicting expert-designed high-level properties, such as the degree of multimodality
or the global structure, for 2-dimensional single objective optimization problems.
• Keywords:
exploratory landscape analysis, cell mapping, black-box optimization, continuous optimization, single objective optimization, algorithm selection
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A.2. DETECTING FUNNEL STRUCTURES BY MEANS OF EXPLORATORY LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

A.2

Detecting Funnel Structures By Means of Exploratory
Landscape Analysis

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Mike Preuss,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Simon Wessing,
Department of Computer Science, TU Dortmund University, Germany
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “Proceedings of the 17th Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation (GECCO)”, pages 265 – 272, ACM, 2015.
• Presented at the “Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)” held
from July 11 to 15, 2015 in Madrid, Spain.
• Abstract:
In single-objective optimization different optimization strategies exist depending on the
structure and characteristics of the underlying problem. In particular, the presence of
so-called funnels in multimodal problems offers the possibility of applying techniques exploiting the global structure of the function. The recently proposed Exploratory Landscape
Analysis approach automatically identifies problem characteristics based on a moderately
small initial sample of the objective function and proved to be effective for algorithm selection problems in continuous black-box optimization. In this paper, specific features for
detecting funnel structures are introduced and combined with the existing ones in order
to classify optimization problems regarding the funnel property. The effectiveness of the
approach is shown by experiments on specifically generated test instances and validation
experiments on standard benchmark problems.
• Keywords:
Fitness landscapes, Working principles of evolutionary computing, Machine learning, Exploratory Landscape Analysis, Funnel Structure, Optimization, Feature Selection
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CHAPTER A. CHARACTERIZING THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF CONTINUOUS BLACK-BOX
PROBLEMS

A.3

Low-Budget Exploratory Landscape Analysis on Multiple Peaks Models

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Mike Preuss,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Simon Wessing,
Department of Computer Science, TU Dortmund University, Germany
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “Proceedings of the 18th Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation (GECCO)”, pages 229 – 236, ACM, 2016.
• Presented at the “Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)” held
from July 20 to 24, 2016 in Denver, CO, USA.
• Abstract:
When selecting the best suited algorithm for an unknown optimization problem, it is
useful to possess some a priori knowledge of the problem at hand. In the context of singleobjective, continuous optimization problems such knowledge can be retrieved by means
of Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA), which automatically identifies properties of a
landscape, e.g., the so-called funnel structures, based on an initial sample. In this paper, we
extract the relevant features (for detecting funnels) out of a large set of landscape features
when only given a small initial sample consisting of 50 × D observations, where D is the
number of decision space dimensions. This is already in the range of the start population
sizes of many evolutionary algorithms. The new Multiple Peaks Model Generator (MPM2)
is used for training the classifier, and the approach is then very successfully validated on
the Black-Box Optimization Benchmark (BBOB) and a subset of the CEC 2013 niching
competition problems.
• Keywords:
Fitness Landscapes, Working principles of evolutionary computing, Machine Learning,
Empirical Study, Multiple solutions / Niching
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Chapter B
Flacco – A Toolbox for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis with R

B.1

The R-Package FLACCO for Exploratory Landscape
Analysis with Applications to Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC)”, pages 5262 – 5269,
IEEE, 2016.
• Presented at the “IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence (WCCI)” held
from July 24 to 29, 2016 in Vancouver, BC, Canada.
• Abstract:
Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA) aims at understanding characteristics of singleobjective continuous (black-box) optimization problems in an automated way. Moreover,
the approach provides the basis for constructing algorithm selection models for unseen
problem instances. Recently, it has gained increasing attention and numerical features
have been designed by various research groups. This paper introduces the R-Package
FLACCO which makes all relevant features available in a unified framework together with
efficient helper functions. Moreover, a case study which gives perspectives to ELA for
multi-objective optimization problems is presented.
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CHAPTER B. FLACCO – A TOOLBOX FOR EXPLORATORY LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS WITH R

B.2

flaccogui: Exploratory Landscape Analysis for
Everyone

• Authors:
– Christian Hanster,
University of Münster, Germany
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “Proceedings of the 19th Annual Conference on Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation (GECCO) Companion”, pages 1215 – 1222, ACM, 2017.
• Presented at the “Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)” held
from July 15 to 19, 2017 in Berlin, Germany.
• Abstract:
Finding the optimal solution for a given problem has always been an intriguing goal
and a key for reaching this goal is sound knowledge of the problem at hand. In case of
single-objective, continuous, global optimization problems, such knowledge can be gained
by Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA), which computes features that quantify the
problem’s landscape prior to optimization. Due to the various backgrounds of researches
that developed such features, there nowadays exist numerous implementations of feature
sets across multiple programming languages, which is a blessing and burden at the same
time.
The recently developed R-package flacco takes multiple of these feature sets (from the
different packages and languages) and combines them within a single R-package. While this
is very beneficial for R-users, users of other programming languages are left out. Within
this paper, we introduce flaccogui, a graphical user interface that does not only make
flacco more user-friendly, but due to a platform-independent web-application also allows
researchers that are not familiar with R to perform ELA and benefit of the advantages of
flacco.
• Keywords:
Exploratory Landscape Analysis, Graphical User Interface, R-Package, Continuous Optimization, Automated Algorithm Selection
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B.3. COMPREHENSIVE FEATURE-BASED LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS AND
CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS USING THE R-PACKAGE FLACCO

B.3

Comprehensive Feature-Based Landscape Analysis of
Continuous and Constrained Optimization Problems
Using the R-Package flacco

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• This manuscript is currently under review.
However, a preprint of the above manuscript is available on arXiv.
• Abstract:
Choosing the best-performing optimizer(s) out of a portfolio of optimization algorithms
is usually a difficult and complex task. It gets even worse, if the underlying functions are
unknown, i.e., so-called Black-Box problems, and function evaluations are considered to be
expensive. In the case of continuous single-objective optimization problems, Exploratory
Landscape Analysis (ELA) – a sophisticated and effective approach for characterizing the
landscapes of such problems by means of numerical values before actually performing
the optimization task itself – is advantageous. Unfortunately, until now it has been quite
complicated to compute multiple ELA features simultaneously, as the corresponding code
has been – if at all – spread across multiple platforms or at least across several packages
within these platforms.
This article presents a broad summary of existing ELA approaches and introduces flacco,
an R-package for f eature-based landscape analysis of continuous and constrained optimization problems. Although its functions neither solve the optimization problem itself
nor the related Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP), it offers easy access to an essential
ingredient of the ASP by providing a wide collection of ELA features on a single platform – even within a single package. In addition, flacco provides multiple visualization
techniques, which enhance the understanding of some of these numerical features, and
thereby make certain landscape properties more comprehensible. On top of that, we will
introduce the package’s build-in, as well as web-hosted and hence platform-independent,
graphical user interface (GUI), which facilitates the usage of the package – especially for
people who are not familiar with R – making it a very convenient toolbox when working
towards algorithm selection of continuous single-objective optimization problems.
• Keywords:
Exploratory Landscape Analysis, R-Package, Graphical User Interface, Single-Objective
Optimization, Continuous Optimization, Algorithm Selection, Black-Box Optimization
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Chapter C
Feature-Based Algorithm Selection from
Optimizer Portfolios

C.1

Improving the State of the Art in Inexact TSP Solving Using Per-Instance Algorithm Selection

• Authors:
– Lars Kotthoff,
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, Cork, Ireland
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Holger Hendrik Hoos,
Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “Learning and Intelligent OptimizatioN (LION)”, pages 202 – 217, Springer,
2015.
• Presented at the “Learning and Intelligent OptimizatioN Conference (LION 9)” held from
January 12 to 15, 2015 in Lille, France.
• Abstract:
We investigate per-instance algorithm selection techniques for solving the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), based on the two state-of-the-art inexact TSP solvers, LKH and
EAX. Our comprehensive experiments demonstrate that the solvers exhibit complementary performance across a diverse set of instances, and the potential for improving the
state of the art by selecting between them is significant. Using TSP features from the
literature as well as a set of novel features, we show that we can capitalise on this potential by building an efficient selector that achieves significant performance improvements
in practice. Our selectors represent a significant improvement in the state-of-the-art in
inexact TSP solving, and hence in the ability to find optimal solutions (without proof of
optimality) for challenging TSP instances in practice.
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C.2. LEVERAGING TSP SOLVER COMPLEMENTARITY THROUGH MACHINE LEARNING

C.2

Leveraging TSP Solver Complementarity through Machine Learning

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Lars Kotthoff,
Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
– Jakob Bossek,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Holger Hendrik Hoos,
Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• Published in “Evolutionary Computation” Journal, pages 1 – 24, MIT Press, 2017.
• Abstract:
The Travelling Salesperson Problem (TSP) is one of the best-studied NP-hard problems.
Over the years, many different solution approaches and solvers have been developed. For
the first time, we directly compare five state-of-the-art inexact solvers – namely, LKH,
EAX, restart variants of those, and MAOS – on a large set of well-known benchmark
instances and demonstrate complementary performance, in that different instances may
be solved most effectively by different algorithms. We leverage this complementarity to
build an algorithm selector, which selects the best TSP solver on a per-instance basis
and thus achieves significantly improved performance compared to the single best solver,
representing an advance in the state of the art in solving the Euclidean TSP. Our in-depth
analysis of the selectors provides insight into what drives this performance improvement.
• Keywords:
Travelling Salesperson Problem, automated algorithm selection, performance modeling,
machine learning
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CHAPTER C. FEATURE-BASED ALGORITHM SELECTION FROM OPTIMIZER PORTFOLIOS

C.3

Automated Algorithm Selection on Continuous BlackBox Problems By Combining Exploratory Landscape
Analysis and Machine Learning

• Authors:
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Heike Trautmann,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
• This manuscript is currently under review.
However, a preprint of the above manuscript is available on arXiv.
• Abstract:
In this paper, we build upon previous work on designing informative and efficient Exploratory Landscape Analysis features for characterizing problems’ landscapes and show
their effectiveness in automatically constructing algorithm selection models in continuous
black-box optimization problems.
Focussing on algorithm performance results of the COCO platform of several years, we
construct a representative set of high-performing complementary solvers and present an
algorithm selection model that manages to outperform the single best solver out of the
portfolio by factor two. Acting on the assumption that the function set of the Black-Box
Optimization Benchmark is representative enough for practical applications the model
allows for selecting the best suited optimization algorithm within the considered set for
unseen problems prior to the optimization itself based on a small sample of function evaluations. Note that such a sample can even be reused for the initial algorithm population
so that feature costs become negligible.
• Keywords:
Automated Algorithm Selection, Black-Box Optimization, Exploratory Landscape Analysis, Machine Learning, Single-Objective Continuous Optimization
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Chapter D
Platforms for Collaborative Research on
Algorithm Selection and Machine Learning

D.1

ASlib: A Benchmark Library for Algorithm Selection

• Authors:
– Bernd Bischl,
Department of Statistics, LMU Munich, Germany
– Pascal Kerschke,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Lars Kotthoff,
Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
– Marius Lindauer,
Department of Computer Science, University of Freiburg, Germany
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CHAPTER D. PLATFORMS FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON ALGORITHM SELECTION AND
MACHINE LEARNING

• Published in “Artificial Intelligence” Journal, Volume 237, pages 41 – 58, Elsevier, 2016.
• Abstract:
The task of algorithm selection involves choosing an algorithm from a set of algorithms
on a per-instance basis in order to exploit the varying performance of algorithms over a
set of instances. The algorithm selection problem is attracting increasing attention from
researchers and practitioners in AI. Years of fruitful applications in a number of domains
have resulted in a large amount of data, but the community lacks a standard format or
repository for this data. This situation makes it difficult to share and compare different
approaches effectively, as is done in other, more established fields. It also unnecessarily
hinders new researchers who want to work in this area. To address this problem, we introduce a standardized format for representing algorithm selection scenarios and a repository
that contains a growing number of data sets from the literature. Our format has been designed to be able to express a wide variety of different scenarios. To demonstrate the
breadth and power of our platform, we describe a study that builds and evaluates algorithm selection models through a common interface. The results display the potential of
algorithm selection to achieve significant performance improvements across a broad range
of problems and algorithms.
• Keywords:
Algorithm selection, Machine learning, Empirical performance estimation
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D.2. OPENML: AN R PACKAGE TO CONNECT TO THE MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM OPENML

D.2

OpenML: An R Package to Connect to the Machine
Learning Platform OpenML

• Authors:
– Giuseppe Casalicchio,
Department of Statistics, LMU Munich, Germany
– Jakob Bossek,
Information Systems and Statistics, University of Münster, Germany
– Michel Lang,
Department of Statistics, TU Dortmund University, Germany
– Dominik Kirchhoff,
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– Joaquin Vanschoren,
Mathematics & Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands
– Bernd Bischl,
Department of Statistics, LMU Munich, Germany
• Published in Journal of “Computational Statistics”, pages 1 – 15, Springer, 2017.
• Abstract:
OpenML is an online machine learning platform where researchers can easily share data,
machine learning tasks and experiments as well as organize them online to work and
collaborate more efficiently. In this paper, we present an R package to interface with the
OpenML platform and illustrate its usage in combination with the machine learning R
package mlr (Bischl et al., 2016c). We show how the OpenML package allows R users to
easily search, download and upload data sets and machine learning tasks. Furthermore,
we also show how to upload results of experiments, share them with others and download
results from other users. Beyond ensuring reproducibility of results, the OpenML platform
automates much of the drudge work, speeds up research, facilitates collaboration and
increases the users’ visibility online.
• Keywords:
Databases, Machine learning, R, Reproducible Research
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